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Integral representation of the Fermi distribution and its applications
in electronic-structure calculations
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We show that the Fermi distribution can be represented by an infinite sum of contour integrals in the
complex energy plane. The expansion converges very rapidly and a few terms are sufficient to obtain
high accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many important quantities in electronic structure cal-
culations are given as sums or integrals involving the Fer-
mi distribution. These integrals usually cannot be solved
analytically. Many methods have therefore been
developed to evaluate these integrals approximately, the
best known being the Sommerfeld expansion' and the
Matsubara expansion. Here we derive an integral repre-
sentation which will turn out to be useful in the context
of large-scale electronic-structure calculations, but will
certainly also find other applications.
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Let us first just differentiate and integrate the Fermi dis-
tribution with respect to p,
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II. DERIVATION OF INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION

The Fermi distribution is given by

=2[1+cosh(y)]

can easily be calculated and we get
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The expansion is extremely rapidly converging. In order
to get a good overall approximation of

Let us now truncate the infinite sum in the denominator
to the (even) power n and let us denote the n zeros of the
resulting nth-order polynomial which forms the denomi-
nator in Eq. (1) by a +iP„,
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Then a partial fraction decomposition can be found and
we get
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origin. All these requirements are fulfilled by the Taylor
expansion. Table I gives the zeros, coeKcients C, and
the maximal errors. The right-hand side of Eq. (2) can be
seen as the sum of n line integrals of the Green's function
1/(e —z) in the complex plane, the path being n open
lines which start at p+kT(a, +ip ) and go to
Since the Green's function is analytic away from the real
axis, the result of the integration does not depend on the
path.

Let us now look at these integrals more closely. Since

TABLE I. The coeflicients a„, P, and C„ for n =16. The
remaining 12 values can be determined by symmetry as de-
scribed in the text. The error in approximating
1/[{B/By)[1/{1+e )][ is less than 1X10 . A MATHEMATIcA

program, which can be obtained by request from the author,
was used for the calculation.

a —1

~y 1+e" =2[1+cosh(y)],

the polynomial p(y) has to be positive everywhere, to
tend to ao for the argument tending to +~ and to coin-
cide well with the exact function 2[1+cosh(y)] near the

a„+iP
8.183 22+ i8.039 79
3.739 17+i8. 19603
1.025 55+ i7.766 30

5.201 55 X 10 + i 3. 141 59

C = A„+iB„
—2.493 79 X 10 + i 8.508 67 X 10
—1.29208X10 +i2.65765X 10
—6.483 92X 10 —i8.231 74X 10

—961.323 —i3.652 47 X 10
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p (x) is real and symmetric, the zeros come in quartets (or
pairs if the real part is zero), i.e., if a+iP is a zero,
a i—P, a—+iP, and a— i—P are also zeros L. et us now
assume that they come in quartets. The case when they
come in pairs could be discussed in an analogous way.
The symmetry is rejected in the coefficients C. Writing
the coefficient C„belonging to a +iP as C(a+iP) we

have

C( —a i—P) = —C(a+iP),
C(a i—P) =C*(a+iI3) .

Writing the coefficients C, as A +iB, Eq. (2) can be
rewritten as
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By rearranging the different terms we obtain
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where II, is the path connecting p, +kT( a+iP—) with
p+ k T ( a i P)——and A, is the path connecting
Ij, +kT( a+i—P) with p+kT(a+P) as shown in Fig. l.
If there are more than one set of zeros in the expansion,
path II can be chosen in such a way that it connects all
the p+kT( a+i—P)'s as shown in Fig. 1. The numerical
effort for the finite temperature case is, therefore, not
much higher than in the zero temperature limit since the
total length of the path does not increase much. If the
path integral is numerically approximated by a sum, it is
easy to see that this corresponds to a Pade approximation
of the Fermi distribution. Evidently, Eq. (3) can be gen-
eralized as an operator equation,

where H is the Hamiltonian.
The formula developed here can be of great usefulness

every time we need to evaluate physical quantities requir-
ing the Fermi distribution. Let us consider as an example
the calculation of the charge density p in an independent
electron approximation,

p(r) =2 g %,.(r)
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The factor of 2 in front comes from the fact that each or-
bital is occupied by two electrons. The charge density at
finite temperature can be approximated with very high
accuracy by a few terms in the sum
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In the limit of zero temperature, the contribution of the
A paths vanish, the II path becomes a closed loop which
intersects the real axis at the Fermi energy, and the sum

g,"~4,4B tends to 1 lm giving
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This result, namely, that the charge density at zero tem-
perature can be written as a complex contour integral
over the Green's function, has been known for a long
time.

Let us finally still give an intuitive interpretation of the
integration along a II path. Such an integral is equivalent
to a real integral.

A,
p-o

FICx. 1. The integration path in the complex energy plane. A
nonvanishing density of states is denoted by dots in the real
axis. The II path is represented by the solid line, the A paths by
the dashed line.
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This means that the local density of states is first convo-
luted with a Lorentzian and then a sum is taken over this
smoothed density.

III. COMPARISON WITH MATSUBARA EXPANSION

The Matsubara expansion
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M

=0 y +[(2m+1)~]
is an expansion in rational functions which have poles at
p+immkT for odd m. To obtain a moderate accuracy in
an interval hE at least of the order of M =hE/kT, terms
have to be included in Eq. (7), which is usually unaccept-
ably large. In the case of the expansion proposed in this
paper, all the path integrals can be approximated by
sums. Let us denote the total number of terms necessary
to approximate the Fermi distribution in this way with a
certain accuracy by X. To obtain the same accuracy with

Matsubara expansion, an M, which is orders of magni-
tude larger, is required. The Matsubara expansion is
therefore not to be recommended for numerical applica-
tions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Contour integration techniques are a useful method in
theoretical solid-state physics. Even though people have
already simulated the inhuence of finite temperature
through an unclosed path, there has been no systematic
theory behind these methods. The integral representa-
tion of the Fermi distribution, which we derived, is a
powerful tool and allows a systematic calculation of finite
temperature properties through contour integration tech-
niques.
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